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Hon. Joseph C. Brannigan
Senate Chair, Judiciary Committee
State House Station 3
Augusta, ME 04333
Hon. Patrick E. Paradis
House Chair, Judiciary Committee
State House Station 2
Augusta, ME 04333
Through
Chief Justice Vincent L. McKusick
Chief Judge Bernard M. Devine
Dear Senator Brannigan and Representative Paradis:
In 1987, the Judiciary Committee asked Chief Justice Vincent
L. McKusick for input from the Judicial Department·with respect
to L. D. 1332, "An Act Concerning Child Support Payments and the
Method Used by the Courts in Setting Payments".
A Child Support
Guidelines Committee was created for that purpose.
The attached
report and suggested legislation is the result of that Committee's
research and deliberations.
In reaching the?e conclusions, the Committee evaluated
suggestions made at meetings of the Supreme Judicial Court, the
Superior Court, the District Court, the Administrative Court, and
the Judicial Department's Mediation Service.
The Committee also
met with representatives of the Maine Department of Human Service,
the Maine Attorney General's office, the Family Law Section of
the M~ine bar Association, and with the principal author of the
bill, attorney Roderick Potter.
The Committee analyzed statutory provisions from various
states that represented different prototypes of Child Support
Guidelines.
In addition, individual members of the Committee
discussed the pros and cons of different types of guidelines with
national experts in the field.
The Committee preliminarily
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concluded that the Vermont statutory scheme was the most appropriate
for Maine. To learn more about the Vermont experience in the use
of its guidelines, the entire Committee met with the Chief Administrative Judge of the General Jurisdiction Trial Court, the
Honorable Stephen E. Martin, along with representatives of the
Vermont Department of Human Services and the Attorney General's
office. The preliminary conclusion was reinforced. The proposed
legislation draws heavily from the Vermont Child Support Guidelines
statute.
We were pleased to have had an opportunity to comment on
Child Support Guidelines in general and L.D. 1332 in particular.
If we can be of any more assistance to the Judiciary Committee,
we would be available at your convenience.

Sincerely,

~~~~·~/
Maine Child su}port
Guidelines Committee:
Harriet P. Henry, Chair
Margaret Kravchuk
Dana Cleaves

cc:

Members of Judiciary Committee
Hon. Robert Clifford
Hon. Morton Brody
Hon. Edward Rogers
Hon. stephen E. Martin
Roderick Potter, Esq.
Colburn Jackson
Donald Gannon
William Hewitt
Tom Henderson
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I RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are submitted by the Maine Judiciary Child
Support Guidelines Committee after extensive research and consultation with all
three levels of court, representatives of the Maine Department of Human Services,
the State Mediation Service, members of the Maine State Bar Association, including
members of the Family Law Section, persons involved in drawing up child support
guidelines in. other jurisdictions, and various technical support personnel and
organizations throughout the United States.
A discussion of the various options available to policy makers in drawing up
guidelines and rationale for the Committee's preference are outlined in the body of
this report.
-A draft of suggested legislation to implement these recommendations is
included at the end of this report. The draft proposal is modeled after the Vermont
Child Support Guidelines statute, 15 V.S.P. Sections 653 -663, with modifications to
reflect conditions peculiar to Maine.
1. The Maine Legislature should enact Legislation adopting a guideline
approach to the establishment of child support obligations. The Maine Department
of Human Services should be charged with drawing up the actual support schedules
to be utilized in the guidelines and monitor the continuing statistical validity of
such figures. The actual figures used in any schedule prepared by the Department
should reflect policy decisions made by the Legislature. The initial implementation
of and any modification there after of such schedule should be after public hearings
and in conformance with the Administrative Procedures Act.

2. The schedules so promulgated shall be presumed as a matter of law to
represent the needs of minor children in administrative actions of the Department
of Human Services in setting child support obligations for the non custodial parent.
Deviation from such schedules shall be in accordance with Departmental
regulations or after modification by a court. Judges shall give these guidelines
presumptive weight in initially establishing child support orders, reviewing support
level awards previously established by the Department of Human Services, and in
modifying child support awards.
3. The income shares model, based on gross income, should be adopted
in drawing up the support schedules.
4. Gross income shall be as defined by statute. Imputed income of unemployed
or underemployed parents and the amount of income attributable to passive assets
shall be considered in court imposed support orders.
5. Direct child care expenses attributable to employment shall be pro rated in
proportion to the parent's income.
6. Income may be imputed to the parent providing primary residential care
when all minor children have reached an age determined by the Legislature.
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7. The schedule shall reflect the fact that the minor children spend 70% of the
time with the parent providing primary residential care.
8. Deviation from the 70/30 assumption and shared parental rights that exceed
more than the 70/30 ratio cannot be definitively established by the guidelines.
9. Obligators whose annual income falls below $6,000 shall not be responsible
for more than 10% of their gross income for child support in a child support award.
10. The guidelines do not apply to parties whose combined income exceeds
$120,000 a year.
11. The incremental cost for a medical and health insurance policy for minor
children shall be deducted from the gross income of the obligor. After a $150
disregard of ordinary medical expenses per year, the remaining costs not covered by
insurance shall be paid in accordance with the proportional income of the parties.
12. The child support schedule shall contain one age category for minor
children in establishing a support award.
13. In considering the guideline, judges shall take into account the following
considerations:
a. The total support obligation established under the guidelines for
child support, and its inter-relation with the division of property and
spousal support:
b. The financial resources of the child.
c. The financial resources and needs of the parent providing primary
residential care:
d. The standard of living the child would have enjoyed had the marital
relationship not been discontinued;
e. The physical and emotional condition of the child;
f. The educational needs of the child;
g. The financial resources and needs of the parent not providing primary
residential care;
h. Inflation with relation to the cost of living;
1. Income of the domestic associate or present spouse of each parent;
j. The existence of other persons actually financially dependent upon
each parent.
14. Parties shall fill out an affidavit of assets and a child support calculation
form to be submitted to the court in advance of any hearing on initial child support
o~ a modification of a child support order. The parties shall perform the initial
calculations for child support prior to hearing. A party shall be allowed to argue
why the level of support so calculated should be higher or lower.
15. Spousal maintenance may be awarded where there is a great discrepancy in
the income of the respective parents if the discrepancy would result in a lower
standard of living for the minor children, or for other good cause shown.
2

16. Support awards should be revised periodically. Recommendations with
respect to the mechanism for revision are reserved for further study.

Public hearings and the widest possible dissemination of proposed guidelines
should be made available to member of the public and the bar before
implementation of such guidelines.
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II

REPORT OF THE CHILD SUPPORT GUIDEUNES COMMITTEE

1. Creation of Child Support Guidelines Committee:
The Maine Judiciary Child Support Guidelines Committee was created June
1987 in response to a request to Chief Justice Vincent L. McKusick by the Hon.
Joseph C. Brannigan and the Hon. Patrick E. Paradis, Senate and House Chairmen of
the Maine Judiciary Committee of the 113th Legislature, to review and comment on
L.D. 1332, "An Act Concerning Child Support Payments and the Method Used by the
Courts in Setting Payments." The Judiciary Committee was particularly interested
in having the benefit of judicial experience and knowledge with respect to the
multitude of issues raised by the bill and the effect this bill would have on the
Judiciary. Acting on behalf of Chief Justice McKusick, Chief Judge of the District
Court, Bernard M. Devine, appointed District Court Judge Harriet P. Henry, Chair,
and District Court Judge, Margaret J. Kravchuk, and Administrative Court Judge,
Dana A. Cleaves, members of the Child Support Guidelines Committee.
2. History of Child Support GuideLines :
Undoubtedly well ahead of most jurisdictions in the nation, the Maine
Department of Human Services established guidelines in 1979 for Departmental use
to establish support levels to assess the non custodial parent of children receiving
Aid to Dependent Children. These guidelines, to the extent that the courts were
aware of their existence, were either forgotten or ignored. A pioneer in the field,
the Family Court of Delaware by judicial order established the use of child support
guidelines in 1979. With the exception of California and Delaware, in that era the
use of guidelines was the exception rather than the rule.
The use of Child Support Guidelines in the administration of welfare grants was
mandated by Congress in 1984 simultaneously with the requirement that child
support cases be given expedited hearings. The interrelationship of support
guidelines and expedited judicial process was implicitly recognized in the Child
Support Amendments of 1984 (P.L. 98-378) wherein States were required by October
1,1986 to develop suggested guidelines for judges and other officials who determine
support awards. This mandate was coupled with the requirement to provide, by
October 1, 1985, expedited judicial or administrative procedures for hearing child
support cases.
Discretion was left to the individual states as to what type of guidelines a state
wished to adopt and whether such guidelines should be promulgated by the
legislative, executive, or judicial branch of government. Technical assistance was
made available to the states under a grant from the the Office of Child Support
Enforcement, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services under contract to the
National Center for State Courts. The National Center, in turn, engaged Robert D.
Williams, Policy Studies, Inc., Denver, Colorado who served as the principal
investigator in a major research project. The results of this study are contained in
Robert G. Williams, Development Guidelines for Child Support Orders: Final
Report U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Office of Child Support
Enforcement, March 1987.( Hereinafter referred to as Williams Report.)
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The Maine Department of Human Services drew from information contained
in the 1985 Interim Report of Robert Williams in drawing up the guidelines
adopted by the Department in the fall of 1986. These guide lines were not binding
on the judiCiary but the judiciary became aware of their existence by virture of the
statutory requirement that the State must be advised of child support litigation if the
custodial parent has or will receive State Assistance. (19 M.R.S.A. 776 Sec. 3)
Members of the Maine Judiciary initially considered the ramifications of Child
Support Guidelines in 1986. An informal committee comprised of Superior Court
Judge William Brodrick and District Court Judge Harriet Henry met with William
Hewitt, a Staff member of the New England Regional Office of the National Center
for State Courts, in the fall of 1986. (This technical assistance was provi.ded to Maine
at no charge from the National Center for State Courts). Mr. Hewitt explained the
philosophy and mechanism of child support guidelines and walked those present
through the guidelines of several jurisdictions such as Colorado, New Jersey, .
Delaware, Wisconsin, and Washington. Mr. Hewitt was particularly well qualified
to address the group inasmuch as he was the architect of the Washington State
Guidelines and has been assisting other states in drawing up their guidelines.
Child Support Guidelines were an agenda item at a meeting of the District and
Administrative Courts during the September Judicial Conference in September
1986. At that meeting copies of several types of guidelines were distributed to the
judges as well as selected critiques of different child support guidelines in general
and Robert William's work in particular. The enthusiasm of the judges for support
guidelines at that time could only be described as restrained. Some judges did
experiment with the guidelines in their own courts thereafter.
After its creation in June of 1987, the Maine Judiciary Child Support Guidelines
Committee reconsidered information previously available and did an in depth
examination of this material and other information on the subject. The Committee
met with Attorney Roderick Potter, the moving force behind L.D. 1332. The
Committee tentatively decided that it would ask every trial judge to use child
support guidelines in ten contested support cases from September 1987 to January
1988 so that each judge might have a better understanding of the pluses and
minuses of the child support guidelines and report back to the Committee as to
whether guidelines were useful, how often did a judge deviate from the suggested
schedule, and what were the reasons for deviation. The basic provisions of LD 1332
with slight modifications were used in the test. The results of this experiment were
discussed at the January and April1988 meetings of the District and Administrative
Court Judges. The comments of the judges and comments from attendees at a panel
on Child Support Guidelines, held in connection with a recent MBA Family Law
program, have been taken into consideration in the Committee's
recommendations.
The entire Committee met with the Administrative Judge of the Vermont
Superior Court, Stephen E. Martin, and members of the Vermont Department of
Social Welfare and the Attorney Generals Office, Larry Winship and Jeff Cohen. In
Maine the Committee had a very productive meeting with Colburn Jackson and
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Donald Gannon of the Child Support Enforcement Division of the Maine
Department of Human Services, and Assistant Attorney-General, Brian McNally.
A meeting was also held with representatives of the Court Mediation Service to
learn of their experience with child support guidelines. The mediators have been
using Maine Department of Human Services' 1986 Guidelines as a starting point in
mediation negotiations. In addition, each member of the Judiciary Child Support
Guidelines Committee has individually and extensively contacted persons involved
in guidelines throughout the United States and has attended various conferences
and symposiums of national scope with respect to this subject matter. The
observations and recommendations contained herein reflect the input enumerated
above.
3. Why Guidelines?
The rationale for guidelines, other than the Congressional mandate for their use by
AFDC Grantors are: (1) assuring an adequate support level for minor children,
(2) instituting a predictability and consistency of child support awards for persons in
similar circumstances, (3) speeding up the judicial process, and (4) eliminating a
lot of lying on projected and actual expense testimony.
Experiences reported by the mediators in Maine have been that awards under
the guidelines tend to be higher than when left to the sole discretion of the judge.
The mediators further felt that the guidelines were usually considered maximums
rather than minimums, and there was a tendency to negotiate the suggested level
down rather than up in mediation sessions. On a national basis, experience has
indicated that support awards are higher under the guidelines than awarded under
the sole discretion of a judge. This tendency has not been as marked in Maine.
4. Guidelines as Infringement on a Judge's Discretion.
The use of guidelines has been attacked as an infringement on the discretionary
powers of a judge. To this argument, a judge from the Probate and Family Court
Department in Massachusetts responded.
Do federally mandated guidelines mean a $7 calculator can be
substituted for a judge? Hardly.
Every state and the District of Columbia have put child support
guidelines into place,recognizing the serious shortcomings in the
traditional manner in which courts establish support orders.
But the judge is still the ultimate determiner of what is fair. Whether
the guidelines established in a single jurisdiction are presumptive or only
advisory, the discretion of the court is preserved. ( Hon. Edward M.
Ginsburg, Family Advocate, VollO, No.4, Spring 1988)
5. How Guidelines are Established:
The federal mandate does not dictate which branch of government should
establish guidelines. In most states that have adopted guidelines in the last several
6

years an interdisciplinary, inter-departmental Child Support Guidelines Committee
or Commission, well represented by members of the public and the bar, has been
established by either the Legislature, the Governor, or the Judicial Department. The
Committee is usually staffed and public hearings are held initially and to review the
final recommendations.
In Maine, the Department of Human Services unilaterally established guidelines
modeled after the William's income shares model. (See infra.) The actual
implementation of the support schedules were promulgated in accordance with the
Administrative Procedures Act. While the Judiciary Child Support Guidelines
Committee is composed of only three judges, it has been an out reach committee
that has taken into consideration the opinions of the members of the Maine judiciary
and many other constituencies.
6. Description of Child Support Guidelines Models.
The decision to adopt child support guidelines is the beginning rather than the end
of the process of establishing such guidelines. There are several basic models to
choose from and infinite possibility of variations within a particular model. A
description of several different models are briefly described below.
A. Cost Share Model:* An example of the Cost Share model is the guidelines adopted
by the Oregon Supreme Court in Smith v. Smith, 626 P. 2d 342 ( 1981). In cost share
models, the needs of the children are specified first, based on a minimum standard of
living or based on a review of actual household expenditures. The dollar amount so
determined is apportioned between the parents usually based on their respective
incomes.
The Oregon Supreme Court indicated that determination of need is made in the
context of not merely preventing the child from becoming a public charge. "Thus we
have considered, at least as far as practical 'Comforts and luxuries of life' that the
child would have enjoyed had it not been for the dissolution."
In Oregon, once the mathematical calculation is completed, the ultimate award is
tempered based on judicial consideration of the particular circumstances of the
parties, including six enunciated factors:
(1)

Interrelation of child support with the division of property and spousal
support;

(2)

Indirect forms of child support, including payments for medical care, life
insurance in the child's name on the parents life, a trust for the child's
education, insurance for hospital, medical, or dental expenses, and so forth.

(3)

The income of the domestic associate or present spouse of each parent;

(4)

The amount of assets of parent, including the amount of equity in real or
personal property;

(5)

The existence of and support obligations to other dependents of each parent;
and
7

(6)

The special hardships of each parent.

* 36 Juvenile and Family Court lournal,Vol3, No.3 ( Fall1985) p. 33-4;
Robert Williams, Development of Guidelines (or Child Support Orders, U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services, Office of Child Support Enforcement, March 1988, p.11-65.

B. The Income Shares Model.**
The income shares model is based oh the concept that the child should receive
the same proportion of parental income he or she would have received if the
parents lived together, therefore, implicitly allowing the child to benefit to a degree
from the standard of living which the two parents would have enjoyed had the
household remained intact. The needs of a child are identified pursuant to a
published schedule of the percentage of income that parents in different income
groups spend on their children. This percentage is multiplied by the combined
income of the parties. The amount each parent is responsible for is pro-rated
between the parents in proportion to their respective incomes.
There are many variations in the Income Share Model such as what data is
used to draw up the basic schedule, whether the schedule is based on gross or net
income, number of age groups included on the schedule, establishment of a poverty
self reserve, how medical expenses and cost of insurance are factored in, how child
care expenses are treated.
** 36 [uvenile and Family Court Tournai, Vol3, No.3, p. 35; Development of Guidelines for Child
Support, Robert G. Williams, U.S ..Department of Health and Human Services, Office of CHild
Support Enforcement, March 1988.

C. The Wisconsin Model (Percentage of Gross Income Standard)***
Child support orders are based on the gross income of the obligor and the
number of children to be supported. The applicable percentages are 17% for one
child, 25 % for two children, and 29% for three, 31% for four, and 34% for five or
more. The payment obligation is not adjusted for the income of the custodial parent.
There are significant advantages to such a simple approach. It is easy to use and
requires a minimum of discovery, thus reducing court costs and encouraging
settlements. Furthermore, as a presumptive standard, no findings are required by
the court to support its use. Its disadvantage is that it does not specifically address
the issue of child care costs, remarriage, second family, and shared physical custody
Although adopted in 1983, Wisconsin has left in place an alternate mechanism
for establishing child support orders. These are the guidelines previously developed
by the Department of Health and Human Service which are based on the Delaware
Child Support Formula. These guidelines allow the Court to review and consider a
broader range of factors and thus resolve the unusual or more complicated cases.
8

*** 36 [uvenile and Family Court [ournal, p. 35.

D. The Melson Formula (Delaware)****
The basic principles underlying the Melson formula are summarized as
follows:
1.
Parents are entitled to keep sufficient income to meet their most basic needs in
order to encourage continued employment.

2.
Until the basic needs of the children are met, parents should not be permitted
to retain any more income than required to provide the bare necessities for their
own self support.
3.
Where income is sufficient to cover the basic needs of the parents, all
dependent children are entitled to share in any additional income so they can
benefit from the absent parent's higher standard of living.
The Melson formula incorporates both the cost sharing and the income sharing
theories. Reduced to bare bones, the formula further determines the net income of
both parents based on their gross income minus mandatory deductions, certain
limited business expenses and benefits such as medical and health which redound
to the immediate benefit of the children. The formula allows for the imputation of
income to a parent if that parent is failing to realize his or her earning potential.
That imputation is done by one of three methods: (1) an attribution of up to 50 %of
the income of a parent, spouse, or co-habitator; (2) the established earning potential
of the parent; (3) or the parent's value as a homemaker.
The Melson formula establishes the primary support needs of the children and
allocates to each parent a share of this need based on their proportion of net income
available for support after subtracting their self-support allowance. Encompassed in
the children's primary support need is again a fixed minimum sum established by
the guidelines plus child care costs incurred by a working custodial parent and any
extraordinary medical expenses for the child. If the parents have a net income
available after meeting their primary support obligations to all dependents -including that owed to a current family-then the Court awards additional support
under the concept known as standard of living adjustment (SOLA). The rationale
for the standard of living adjustment is the mandate under Delaware law that the
court consider among other things, " ... the manner of Jiving to which the parties
have been accustomed while they were living under the same roof."
The completeness of the formula allows its application not only in situations
where one parent has sole custody of all children, but also where there is a split
physical custody, with each parent having one or more of the children, or shared
custody arrangements where one child resides with a parent on a rotating basis.
Furthermore, the formula provides a specific quantitative method for bringing
second families into the calculations.
The primary disadvantage of the Melson formula is the direct result of its
completeness. Because it takes into consideration so many factors, it requires more
9

evidence than those guidelines that consider only one obligator's income and the

number ofchildren. Finally to ensure fairness and updating support orders, the
formula requires re-calculation based on changing circumstances, rather than any
use of an escalator clause.
**** 36 Juvenile and Family Court Journal , p. 35

E. The Cassetty Formula (Texas)
The Cassetty Formula envisions an income equalization approach designed to
" ... ensure that the children of divorced parents will suffer the least economic
hardship possible and will continue to enjoy a standard of living which is as close
as possible to that which they enjoyed prior to the divorce." To date, this formula
has been used only in Texas.
The Cassetty Formula subtracts from each parent's income the poverty level
standard of the number of persons in each household. The difference is labeled
surplus. The surplus income of the custodial parent is subtracted from that of the
non custodial parent and divided by the total number of persons involved (parents
and children) to determine the per person share for the surplus income. Child
support is then ordered by multiplying the per person share by the number of
people in the custodial parent's household, including the parent.
The difficulty in the formula is that the custodial parent also receives a share in
order to equalize the standard of living between the two households. This is a
problem inasmuch as Texas does not allow court ordered alimony and requires the
segregation of child support from any support order awarded to a spouse.
In addition to raising the spector of alimony, the equalization procedure may
carry through even when one or both parties are remarried. In such cases the
income of the new spouse may be included together with the poverty level
exclusion for the needs of the spouse and children of the new union before the
"surplus" and the number of shares to be awarded to the custodial parent's
household. Continuing this adjustment process as legal strangers are brought into
the picture may result in the shifting of the child support obligation from both
natural parents to the custodial parent and step- parent. Such a shift may be
unacceptable under most state laws where, at best, step-parents have only a
secondary legal obligation.
*****36 Juvenile and Family Court [otanal, p. 37

F. The Massachusetts Model*****
The Massachusetts Model is a variation of the Income Shares Model, with one
dramatic provision not found in any other child support guideline formula. The
guidelines take into consideration the fact that to maintain a domicile and
reasonable standard of living for the minor children, the custodial parent would
choose to work. In those cases a disregard of gross income of the custodial parent is
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to be applied up to a maximum of $15,000. After the income of the custodial parent
exceeds the $15,000 disregard and after consideration of day care expenses, the
support order is reduced by the percentage that excess represents in relation to the
combined incomes of both parents minus the $15,000 disregard.
******Family Advocate Vol. 10, No.4, (Spring 1988) p. 9
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Ill FACTORS CONSIDERED IN JUDICIARY COMMITTEE ON CHILD
SUPPORT GUIDEUNES RECOMMENDATIONS

1.
Decision Whether to Adopt Child Support Guidelines. Selection of Guideline
Model for Maine.
After examining the various child support guideline models, the Judiciary Child
Support Guidelines Committee selected the income shares model as most worthy of
detailed analysis and trial use. The Committee was also influenced by the fact that
the Maine Department has adopted and been using an income shares model in the
standards promulgated by DHS. Trial judges were asked to fill out a form and
calculate child support using the schedule outlined in L.D. 1332 for ten contested
cases. The experiments was conducted between September 1987 and January 1988.
Simultaneously the Committee carefully studied and compared the provision in the
law and experience in action of the use of child support guidelines in various other
jurisdictions that have adopted guidelines.
As a result of the experiment, the Committee has reached the conclusion that
child support guidelines are very useful in speeding up the judicial process,
enhancing predictability, and assuring adequate child support awards. Although the
test sample was relatively small, the Committee found that support indicated in the
guidelines was appropriate in well over two thirds of the cases processed in the
experiment. This figure is replicated in the experience of other states. Although
endorsing the concept of child support guidelines in principle, the Committee has
serious reservations about the drafting and many provisions of L.D. 1332. In the
sections below, the Committee has attempted to outline the major policy questions
that must be resolved before any guidelines should be imposed and alternate
options that were considered before the Committee made its recommendations.

2.
Branch of Government That Should be Responsible for Establishing Child
Support Guidelines
By Statute:

Colorado, illinois, and Minnesota have enacted statu.tes mandating use of
specific guidelines as rebuttable presumptions applied to both welfare and non
welfare cases. They are binding on the judiciary unless findings of fact are made to
justify exceptions. This mode of implementation has the advantage of providing
universal authority for the guidelines.
The two main disadvantages are that the technical nature of guidelines does
not readily lend itself to the legislative process in development; and statutes are less
flexible and more difficult to change than judicial or administrative rules.
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By Court Rule:

The advantages of implementing by court rule are that courts are unusually
well situated to develop guidelines because they are neutral and therefore in a better
position to balance competing interests in designing guidelines, court rules have as
much force with the judiciary as statutes, and rules are more easily changed than a
statute.
The disadvantages is that some courts lack the authority to use the court rule
mechanism for child support guidelines.
Administrative Regulations:
The advantage of implementation by administrative regulation is that all states
are required by federal law to have guidelines to deal with welfare recipients, the
administrative process is the most expeditious method of implementing guidelines,
and this method retains the flexibility to change the guideline readily.
The disadvantage is that courts are not bound by administratively established
guideline unless required by statute and the guidelines may apply only to IV-D
(welfare cases). Similarly administrative agencies may not have either the
authority or the wide range of discretion to consider factors in setting child support
obligations that a judge has in deciding custody, visitation, and division of property
and indebtedness.
Hybrid and Diversity of Approach:
Some states used hybrids of these three basic approaches in their
implementation of child support guidelines. See Williams Report, p. ll-10
3.

The Task of Drawing Up Guidelines :

In many states that have adopted guidelines there have been broad-based,
interdisciplinary commissions or committees appointed to carry out this task.
These bodies contain members of the judiciary, the interested governmental
departments, attorneys, and members of the public. This has the advantage of
building the broadest consensus as the guidelines are developed which may be
significant in the successful implementation of any guidelines adopted ..

The Committee believes, that while this route is highly desirable, that time for
any such Blue Ribbon Commission has passed. Instead it is recommended that the
Legislature resolve broad policy questions on options brought to its attention by this
Report. To the extent possible, the Judiciary Child Support Guidelines Committee
and the Department of Human Services, in the areas of the Department's concern
which are narrower than those of the judiciary, should attempt to bring joint
recommendations to the Legislature's attention. Widest dissemination among the
judges, the bar, the Department of Human Services and the public on any proposed
legislation, court rule, or support schedule should be undertaken with an
opportunity for public hearings and comment before final implementation of any
child support guidelines schedule.
13

4.

Rebuttable Presumptions or Advisory?

At the moment, 23 states have guidelines that are rebuttable presumptions, but
in three of these states, including Maine, guidelines are only advisory to the courts.
21 states have guidelines that are advisory only, and five states have no statewide
guidelines. No state has promulgated mandatory guidelines.
Understandably, many judges prefer advisory guidelines rather than those that
are rebuttable presumptions. Furthermore, although over two thirds of the cases
can equitably be handled by guidelines, there are many matters and inter-related
considerations that must be reserved for a judge's decision, even with a very
detailed and complex guideline structure. If an opportunity is given to parties to
argue for deviation and, if granted or denied, ask for specific findings of fact, the
litigants will be fully protected and the integrity of the guideline schedule preserved.
Michigan has a phrase in its guideline statute which indicates that a judge
"shall consider guidelines. "This may be only a question of semantics but it should
assure universal consideration of the guidelines if not universal applicability.
Guidelines have worked best in states in which there has been enthusiastic
endorsement by the trial judges.
Among his proposals for welfare reform, Senator Daniel Moynihan has
proposed legislation now pending in Congress making rebuttable presumption
guidelines mandatory in all states for all support awards. It this provision should be
enacted and passes constitutional muster, then the questions of semantics will
become moot.
If guidelines are treated as a rebuttable presumption, then greater uniformity of
application and predictability of results will be achieved.

Whether guidelines are established as rebuttable presumptions or advisory, it is
evident that a judge still must exercise extensive discretion in utilizing these
guidelines in such matters as determining inputed income from unemployed,
underemployed, or self employed parents; and what income should be attributed to
passive assets. This is in addition to the broad discretion that is customarily
exercised in other aspects of a divorce judgment or child support award.
5.

Economic Research and Data Base Used to Establish Guidelines:

There are several economists who have done studies on the cost of raising
children and the percentage of the family income that is spent on children in
different economic levels. William's 1985 Interim Report used figures and
percentages from a study by Thomas J. Epenshade, Investing in Children: New
Estimates of Parental Expenditures,{Urban Institute: Washington, D.C. 1984) and
two Bureau of Labor Statistics publications--the 1972-73 Consumer Expenditure
Survey and Revised Equivalence Scale. These figures have been revised with more
current economic information and data in William's final report, dated March
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1987. The Maine Department of Human Services used figures from William's
income share model which was tailored to take into account Maine's tax structure.
There will be variations in guideline indicated support orders depending on
the data base used in creating guidelines. (See William's Report. Appendix I, p.
II-131 to 11- 165). There is no right or wrong set of figures. Any of the compilations
produce figures representing national averages in a particular economic group. The
Judiciary Child Support Guideline Committee does not have the expertise or the
staff to evaluate which of the several data bases yield the "correct" figures, but it is
submitted that those used by DHS while maybe not "exact" are for purposes of
guidelines as reliable as any other schedule drawn up from other data bases. It is
important, however, to periodically revise child support guideline schedules as
additional and more current research becomes available.
The Judiciary Child Support Guideline Committee feels comfortable with
DHS monitoring the economic data and being responsible for its updating. It should
be emphasized, however, that policy decisions made with respect to any established
child support guidelines should be reflected in and identified by a commentary in
any proffered tables and percentages, i.e. how many age groups for children, division
of time spent with the custodial parent, what are extraordinary medical expenses
and what medical expenses are included in the basic formula, how are child care
costs handled, etc.

6.

Income: Gross or Net? Imputed Income:

DHS has based its schedule on actual gross income rather than net. DHS agents
do not impute income but base support obligations on actual income. Judges must
determine not only what is actual income but what income should be imputed. A
check list with respect to determining income published in Family Advocate, Spring
1988, and the Vermont Child Support Affidavit Work Sheet are included in
Appendix.

7.

Age Categories.

All information available to the Committee and common sense acknowledge
the fact that older children are more expensive than younger children if child care
costs are excluded. Different jurisdictions have broken down support categories
from a minimum of one to a maximum of four. Maine DHS uses two.
Much is to be said for using only one category, which would represent an
average cost or income percentage for all age groups, for simplicity in calculations in
establishing support awards. If awards are not periodically reviewed and updated
(and as yet no mechanism is in place or on the drawing board to do so other than a
return to court) a single category would usually equitably average out the total child
support obligation.
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8.

Periodic Revision of Child Support Award

As indicated above, no mechanism is now in place for periodic update of
support awards. It is relatively easy for DHS agents to accomplish this
administratively for welfare recipients inasmuch as only actual income is
considered. Proposals to require all States to do this for welfare recipients is also a
matter of pending federal legislation. The need for the requirement is based on the
fact that parents income usually increases as the children move into a higher cost to
raise category.
No automatic revision is possible for the courts without consideration of other
factors that might have changed since the imposition of the original order.
Some states have provisions that if an amount required by any newly
established or updated child support guidelines vary more than 15% from a present
support order, that such difference is considered as a matter of law a changed
circumstance. It may be possible to design a statutory scheme that would allow
automatic revision if other factors remained unchanged. It should be noted,
however, that parties may not change a court order by agreement unless ratified by
the court.
The Committee has not attempted to tackle the problem of automatic periodic
review.
9.

Child Care Costs

The Committee feels that child care costs are appropriately an obligation of both
employed parents and should· be allocated in proportion to the incomes of the
parties.
It is recognized that this some times places a very heavy burden on persons

employed at minimum wage when child care costs are high.
10. Medical Expenses
The committee feels that the incremental cost of any medical insurance paid
for minor children by the obligor should be deducted from that parent's income in
making child support obligation. In L.D. 1332 the total amount paid for any
insurance is deducted. There is valid rationale for such a provision in that many
low income parents cannot afford the basic policy, much less any incremental
amount, if some coverage is not provided by an employer. Of course, if basic
coverage provided by the employer covers not only the parent, but also family
members without additional cost to the employee, no deductions from income
should be allowed.
In the past, DHS has expressed a preference to the court for requiring an obligor
for a welfare recipient to obtain medical insurance coverage even if it meant a lower
support award.
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Despite the factors mentioned above, the Committee recommends that only
the incremental cost for the minor children be deducted from that parent's income
and that all medical expenses not covered by medical and hospitalization insurance
be shared by the parents according to their proportional income after a disallowance
of $150.00 a year which is assumed to be included in the basic support schedule in
the guidelines.

11. Self Support Reserve:
The Committee feels that every parent should contribute to the support of his
or her minor children. Parents with very low income can not contribute to the
extent that his or her contribution will meet the statistically determined needs of a
child in any state, but some contribution should be made.
The self support reserve is a matter that should be a matter for legislative
determination. In material examined by the Committee support reserves have
ranged from $450 to $577 per month. The Committee is in accord with present DHS
practice, which is to assess no more than 10% of the gross income for a parent whose
annual income does not exceed $6,000 per year.
12. Factors to be Considered in Deviation from Child Support Guidelines

A judge must determine many factors in setting a child support award either
with or without the use of guidelines. An enumeration of some of these factors has
been set forth in the accompanying list contained in Family Advocate Vol. 10 No.4,
Spring 1988, p.26. which may be found in the Appendix.
The role of some of these factors should b.e obvious to the parties. Some
decisions may involve the interrelation of several factors that do not lend
themselves to precise mathematical delineation. There are other factors that may go
into a judge's decision to depart from established guide lines that would be best left
unarticulated in a decision out of respect for the dignity of the parties. Such factors
might include a history of drug or alcohol addiction, limited mental capacity,
irresponsibility in handling assets, etc.
The Committee has determined that shared custody cannot be adequately
handled by a child support guideline schedule. See discussion of the problem and
the Vermont solution in the Appendix. (Page 30)
13. Draft Legislation

The Committee's draft of proposed legislation which would incorporate the
recommendations of the Committee is set forth infra.
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IV

PROPOSED CHILD SUPPORT GUIDELINE STATUTE

AN act to establish uniform guidelines for the determination of
child support obligation.
BE it enacted by the people of the State of Maine as follows:
Section 1.

19 M.R.S.A. 753, is enacted to read:

753. Uniform guidelines for the determination of child support
obligations
In determining under this Title either initial child support
obligations or the modification of any child support orders
entered prior to the effective date of this section, the court
shall apply an income shares guideline.
This guideline shall be
considered in both contested and uncontested cases.
It shall be the obligation of the Commissioner of the Department
of Human Services to prescribe by rule a child support guideline
which reflects the percent of combined gross income which parents
living in the same household in Maine ordinarily spend on their
children. That guideline shall be based on the concept that
children should receive the same proportion of parental income
after separation or divorce of their parents as they would receive
if their parents were living together in one household. The
guideline shall further provide that the total child support
obligation shall be divided between the parents in proportion to
their respective gross incomes. The parent who does not have
primary residence of the children allocated to him or her shall be
ordered to pay, in money, his or her share of the total support
obligation to the parent with whom the children primarily reside.
The parent providing primary residential care shall be presumed to
spend his or her share directly on the child.
The guideline shall provide that the parent who does not have
primary residential responsibility for the child and who has an
annual gross income of less than $6,000.00 will make only a
minimal payment toward the support of the children, not to exceed
10% of annual gross income. Further, the guideline shall contain
one support table, applicable to children up to 18 years of age.
Child care and extraordinary expenses shall be treated separately
under the child support guideline.
The guideline amounts shall be reviewed and may be
amended from time to time as the Commissioner deems necessary, but
not less than once every three years.
The guideline shall contain
the most current reasonably available economic data which reflects
the actual cost of raising children in the State of Maine.
Prior
to prescribing the rule the Commissioner shall consult with and
obtain the approval of the Chief Justice of the Superior Court and
the Chief Judge of the District Court.
The court shall prepare and make available forms suitable for
calculating amounts payable under this section. _It shall be the
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responsibility of the parties in every court action brought
pursuant to this section to file a completed form with the court
prior to any hearing.
Accompanying the form each party will be
required to file an affidavit of gross incom~ and assets.
Failure
to comply with this requirement shall give the court power to make
a child support order based on available information and
reasonable inferences to be drawn from the failure to comply.
It shall also be required that every complaint or answer filed in
any divorce proceeding or other court action involving a request
for child support payments shall be accompanied, at the time the
complaint or answer is filed, by an affidavit of gross income and
assets.
In any proceeding to establish or modify child support, the
total child support obligation shall be presumed to be the amount
of child support needed, from which each proportionate parental
support obligation shall be calculated, and the parent who does
not have primary residence shall be ordered to pay the calculated
amount to the other parent, unless a support order is established
under Section 755.
Section 2. 19 M.R.S.A. 754, is enacted to read:
754.

Definitions

As used in this subchapter:
(1)
"Basic support obligation" means the sum calculated from the
support guideline or an alternative sum established by a court to
represent the needs of children.
(2) "Child care costs" means the actual child care costs
reasonably incurred by a parent on behalf of the children due to
employment or employment related education.
(3)
"Court" means either the District or Superior Court having
jurisdiction to issue a child support order.
(4)
"Extraordinary expenses" means any extraordinary medical or
education expenses related to the special needs of a child.
Extraordinary medical expenses shall include but not be limited to
uninsured annual medical expenses in excess of $150.00.
(5)
"Gross income" means actual gross income of a parent and it
shall include the following:
(A) income from any source, including, but not limited to,
income from salaries, wages, commissions, royalties, bonuses,
dividends, severance pay, pensions, interest, trust income,
annuities, capital gains, social security benefits, worker's
compensation benefits, unemployment insurance benefits, disability
insurance benefits, gifts, prizes, and spousal support actually
received from a person not a party to the order.
Income at the
rate of 8% shall be imputed to non-income producing assets with
an aggregate fair market value of $10,000.00 or more, other than
an ordinary residence;
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(B) expense reimbursements or in-kind payments received by a
parent in the course of employment or self-employment or operation
of a business if they reduce personal living expenses;
(C)

in its discretion, the court may consider as gross
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income the difference between the amount a parent is earning and
the amount a parent has earned in cases where the parent
voluntarily becomes unemployed or underemployed, unless the parent
is physically or mentally incapacitated;
(D) in its discretion, the court may impute income to a
parent who has primary residential responsibility for minor
children when those children have reached six (6) years of age,
and the amount of income imputed shall be based either upon the
prior employment history of that parent or the prevailing
conditions in the job market of that parent's residence;
(E) gross receipts minus ordinary and necessary expenses where a
party is self-employed or derives income from proprietorship of a
business, joint ownership of a partnership or a closely held
business operation;
and rents, minus ordinary and necessary
expenses.
In the discretion of the court, amounts allowable by
the Internal Revenue Service for the accelerated component of
depreciation expenses or investment tax credits may or may not be
treated as ordinary and necessary expenses. The court may also
determine that other business expenses, including business losses,
are inappropriate for determining gross income for purposes of
calculating child support;
(E)

Gross income shall NOT include
(i) the amount of preexisting spousal maintenance or
child support obligations actually paid pursuant to court order or
administrative order;
(ii) the actual cost to a parent of the provision of
adequate health insurance coverage for the involved children;
(iii) the amount of money received from means tested
public assistance programs, including but not limited to, aid to
families with dependent children, supplemental security income,
food stamps, and general assistance.
(6) ''Parental support obligation" means the proportion of total
support obligation a parent is ordered to pay in money as child
support.
(7)
"Support guideline" means the guideline for child support
established by the commissioner under Section 753 of this title.
(8)
"Total support obligation" means the sum of money determined
by adding (i) amounts derived from the support guideline
appropriate to the parties' gross income, (ii) child care costs,
and (iii) extraordinary expenses.
Section 3.
755.

19 M.R.S.A. 755, is enacted to read;

CHILD SUPPORT ORDER

The parental support obligation shall be presumed to be the actual
child support order.
If the court finds that the parental support
obligation based on the support guidelines would be inequitable,
the child support order shall be established after consideration
of all relevant factors, including but not limited to:
1.) the total support obligation established under the guidelines
for child support and its interrelation with the division of
property and spousal support;
2.)

the financial resources of the child;
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3.) the financial resources and needs of the primary residential
care provider;
4.) the standard of living the child would have enjoyed had the
marital relationship not been discontinued;
5.)

the physical and emotional condition of the child;

6.)

the educational needs of the child;

7.) the financial resources and needs of the parent not providing
primary residential care;
8.)

inflation with relation to the cost of living;

9.) available income and financial contributions of the
'domestic associate or current spouse of each parent;
10.) the existance of other persons who are actually financially
dependent on each parent.
If the parties agree, the court may include in the child support
order an additional amount designated for the purpose of providing
for post-secondary education.
Section 4.
756.

19 M.R.S.A. 756, is enacted to read:

Modification

On petition of any person to whom support has been previously
granted or any person previously charged with a support
obligation, and upon a showing of a substantial change of
circumstances, the court may modify-its prior order of support.
A child support order, including an order in effect prior to
adoption of the support guideline, which varies more than 15
percent from the amount required to be paid under the support
guideline, shall be considered a substantial change of
circumstances, and would warrant a modification of the support
order unless there were circumstances under Section 755 which
would make such an award inequitable.
Section 5.
757.

19 M.R.S.A. 757, is enacted to read:

Alimony Award

In any divorce proceeding in which a child support order is
established pursuant to Section 753 or Section 755 of this title,
the Court may consider the relative financial circumstances of the
parties in the determination of an award of alimony under Section
722.
If after consideration of all relevant factors, including
gross income, assets, liability, including tax liabilities, and
the parental support obligation, the Court finds that a disparity
in the financial circumstances of the parties will result in a
substantially lower standard of living for the child and the
obligee spouse than the child would have if living with the other
parent, the Court may order an award of alimony to alleviate the
disparity.
Section 6.
758.

19 M.R.S.A. 758, is enacted to read:

Shared or Split Primary Residential Care Responsibilities
21

(1) When each parent provides residential care for more than 30
percent of a calendar year, the court shall determine support
using the factors in Section 755.
For purposes of this section
"residential care" means keeping the children overnight.
(2) When each parent provides primary residential care for at
least one of the children, a theoretical parental support
obligation shall be determined for each parent for the children
residing with the other, based upon the support guideline.
The
obligation shall then be offset, with the parent having the larger
parental support obligation being required to pay the difference
between the two amounts to the other parent, unless such a result
would be inequitable under Section 755.
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Summary of i\ Iajor Types of Guidelines
f.qua! Lil·ing Standard
Dcri,cd from Bureau of Labor Statistics. Rc,·i~cd Equi,·alcncc Scale
for Determining Equivalent Incomes or Budget Costs b~ Family
T~ pc. L:.s. Dcpanmcnt of Labor. B.L.S. Bulletin No. I) 70-2 ( 1968).
Sec more complete discussion in the Marilyn Smith aniclc. at 22.
Percentage of Combined :'\et Family Income
Required to !\laintain Equal Standard of Lh·ing

,\'u111hcr of
Children

Custodian
and Chi/d(rcn)

l\'oncustodian

61%
67%
74%
76%

39%
33%
28%
24%

2
3
4

be:

!lfassachusetts Gutdeline

Basic Order

The basic child support obligation, based upon the income of the
noncustodial parent is as follows.
Gross Weekly
Income

Number of Children

1

2

3

$0-$200

Discretion or the

$201-$500
$501-max.

$50 per month
25% ( ± 2%) 28% ( ± 2%)
27% ( ± 2%) 30% ( ± 2%)

COUT1,

but no less than

31%(±2%)
33%( ± 2%)

Within the discretion of the court. and in consideration of the
total it~ of the circumstances of the parties. the order may be either
increased or decreased by 2 percent. \\'here the court must set a
suppon order "'here there arc more than three chiidren. ihc minimum order is to be no less than that contained in this guideline for
three children. to be increased within the discretion of the coun
dt•pcnding upon the circumstances of each case.

B. A,Qc D('((crcntial
The abo' corders arc to be increased to rcncct the costs of raising
older children.

Age of Oldt·st Child

0-6
7- 1.?
I 3-1 S

Pl'rCl'ntagt lncrt·ase
B:~sic Order .-\rrlics

Basic Order
RJsic Order

+
+

I 0(!(· of Hasir Order
15'1..· of Basic Order

~ 15.(•ltf•~1ftcl tt•n"-ldrrJtJ('fl0:· ...~J~· ...~J.rrt't'C:i"-t''-. tht ~ . . ;r;'\'n (•rdcr
1;.•

b·,:

ft·duq· ... j t~~

(a) 17% for one child;
(b) 25% for 2 children;
(c) 29% for 3 children:
(d) 31% for 4 children: and
(c) 34% for 5 or more children.
Wise. Admin. Code§ HHS 80.03 (January 1987). Child-care costs
arc assumed to be included in the basic child suppon award.
States using this approach: GA, MS, NV, NC. WI.
Comment: The original data analysis on which the Wisconsin
guideline was based was done by Profc.ssor Jacques van dcr Gaag
at the University of Wisconsin: "On ·Measuring the Cost of Children," University of Wisconsin Madison, Institute for Research on
Poverty Discussion Paper 663-81 (undated). His analysis of a group
of studies on the costs of children, using several different methodologies, suggested that families spent, on an average, 25 percent
of family incom~ on one child, 37.5 percent on two, 50 percent on
three, 56.25 percent on four, and 62.5 percent on five. Id. at 21-15.
The subsequently adopted figures were lowered for several reasons, including that they were higher than average c:>.isting awards.
Skyles and Zink, Child Support in Wisconsin: Income Sharing as a
Standard o.(La11·, in Women's Legal Defense Fund, Critical Issues,
Critical Choices: Special Topics in Child Support Guidelines Development ( 1987).
The Wisconsin guideline, and those based on it, treat child-care
costs and medical expenses as .being included within the basic suppon obligation. Because the underlying economic data for this
guideline was based on a number of different studies. it is impossible to pinpoint a specific percentage of expenditures on children,
which was for child care and extraordinary medical c:>.pcnscs. But
because many of the studies were based on data gathered between
1950 and !,980. these estimates were probably made before many
mothers worked and before there were such large resulting childcare costs. !t is likely that child care and medical expenses in ihosc
studies were comparable in amount to those found in the 1972-73
Consumer bpcnditurc Sur.'C) relied on in the Income Shares Model.
These were found to equal 1.57 to 3.8::! percent of ~ross income.
Sec U.S. Dcpanment of Health and Human Scr.·iccs. Development
of Guidelines for Child Suppon Orders 11-135 (19S7). In states
following the Wisconsin model. counsel ma) "ant to argue in fa,·or
of lowering the basic suppon a"ard b). for namrlc. 3 rcrccnt and
add1ng on octuol child-care and medical nrcmcs instcod. in cases
v. hen· high npcnscs of this type arc in,·ohcd.

States without Guidelines
..\R. C\. L-\. ~·y. SD. T.\. and\'.-\ h21c ~u!del1ncs that
do not fit into an~ of the prior cotcgoncl AI of :-.:o1. 30.
1Ci~7.1D. :-.10. :--:H. :--:.\1. ::nd P-\ h;,d not ;,d,•;'t,·c \!:JtCv.idc
P"'.kl1 ncs.

C. Cu,tr,rfial f'ar('nt Income .--ldiu.l/mcnt
\'.·h~·rr lhr t uqnd1::1l [1.Jfl'fii \~u;~.~ CPd t·~·ifl) Jnc~.·m~ ir. f\Ct'~~ of
!"-

JJ'isconsin Gutdeline
The percentage of the payor's base or adjusted base (generally equal
to gross income) that constitutes the child suppon obligation shall

Also sec other versions of this approach in Cassetty and Douthitt,
The Economics of Setting .Mequate and Equitable Child Support
Pa.rment A•,·ards, State Bar a,( Texas. Famif.r Law Section Repwt:
Special Child Support Issue at 8 ( 1984) and Eden, Cassetty and
Terrell. In the Best Interests o.f Children: A Simpl((ied Model for
Equali::ing the Liring Standards o.f Parental Households in Women's Legal Defense Fund, Essentials o.f Child Support Guideline
De1·elopment: Economic Issues and Policy Considerations ( 1987).
States using this approach: \\'hen there arc minor children, Vermont requires a "maintenance supplement" to equalize the standard ofli\'ing post-di\'orcc in addition to "child support" based on
the Income Shares Model.

A.

relation to the combined incomes of both parents minus the custodial parent's disregard.
States usin~ this approach: MA. Wash. D.C.
Comment: Drafters of the Massachusetts guideline went bad to
the ori~inal Wisconsin data to obtain the percentages used in the
Massachusetts guideline. Ultimately thC) "ere lowered in Massachusetts also. but not as much. The Wisconsin concept also was
followed in not treating child-care c:>.pcnscs as an add-on. Sec comment~ under Wisconsin guideline.

l~n' f\''lu:~:Ut'\' th~~ t~l\..' (.'\~'L'\') Jcr:l''"<ni\ Jn
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Income Shares !Hodel
Child Support as a Proportion of Net Income*
0-

I
I

One Child
Two Children
Three Children
Four Children
Fil'e Children
Six Children

5,6!HI

5.60110.650

23.8

23.7

10.651- 16.72616.725
ZH,1011

23.3

21.6

18.101
39,975

39.976
51,875

Ou:r
51,875

21.0

20.1

17.8
27.7
34.7.

37.0

36.7

36.1

33.5

32.7

31.2

46.3

46.0

45.2

42.0

40.9

39.0
44.0

5U

51.8

51.0

47.3

46.1

57.0

56.5

55.6

51.6

60.9

60.4

59.5

55.2

50.3
53.8

48.0

39.1
42.6

51.3

45.6

(I)

Excludes child-care costs and extraordinary medical expenses,
wh.ich arc divided between· parents in proportion to income
and added to child support determined above.

(2)

Minimum support only would be provided on lowest income
category, due to self-support reserve.
Reprinted from U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Development of Guidelines for Child Support Orders,
at 11-70 (1987).

*This model often appears in a chart form. It is also used in
a gross-income version.
States using this approach: AL, AZ, CO, FL, IN, KY, ME, Ml,
MO. MT, NE, NJ, OH, OK, OR, Rl, SC, VT (sec note under Equal
Living Standard). KS, WA guidelines arc based on similar economic
theory, but not on this specific model.
Comment: Discussion and critique of the data used in developing
the Income Shares Model may be found in Polikoff, Looking for

the Policy Choices Within an Economic Methodology: A Critique of
the Income Shares Model and Terrell, Comments and Questions
Relating to the Colorado Child Support Guidelines in Women's Legal Defense Fund, Essentials of Child Support Guidelines Del•elopment: Economic Issues and Policy Considerations ( 1987). Also useful
is the technical summary of the methodology used in developing
the Income Shares Model, which may be found in U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services, Office of Child Support Enforce. ment, Development of Guidelines for Child Support Orders 11-129140 ( 1987) and the data analysis by Thomas Espenshade on which
the Income Shares Model is based, which may be found in T. Espenshade, Im·esting in Children: New Estimates of Parental Expenditures ( 1984).
It is especially important to note that the Income Shares Model
does not count family savings (even for college), payments on the
principal of a home, gifts, contributions, or personal insurance as
expenditures on children. At a family income of $52,000, it is estimated that 28 percent of net family income is spent for such
purposes and assumed to be unrelated to the children. Because these
expenses are an increasing proportion of family expenditures as
family income rises, and because the portion of"current consumption expenditures," spent on children stays fairly constant across
income levels. the Income Shares Model requires a lower percentage
child support payment in high-income families than in low-income
families.

The data on expenditures on children used in developing the
Income Shares Model was gathered in the 1972-73 Consumer Expenditure Survey conducted by the U.S. Bureau of the Census. A
similar analysis by Dr. William Terrell of Wichita State University,
for the Kansas Commission on Child Support, using the more recent 198~-83 Consumer Expenditure Survey data, showed significantly higher average expenditures on children for those years.

Delaware Guideline
I. Primwy Cltild Suppor!
Determine each parent's a"ailahlc net income for child support.

Ref.

Family Advocate, Vol. l 0 I No.
4, Spring, 1988 Pgs. 9-10
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• Determine each parent's monthly net income.
• Subtract from each parent's net income the self-support amount
of $450.
• The remainder is each parent's "available net income."
Calculate primary support need.
• Compute the total primary support need for the children: Generally, $180/month for first child in the household, $135/month
each for second and third children, and $90/month for each additional child.
• Add the cost of extraordinary medical expenses and child care
needed to permit the custodian to work. The result equals the
total primary support obligation.
Determine the primary support obligation of each party.
• The primary support obligation of each parent equals that parent's pro-rata share of the total primary support obligation, based
on that parent's pro-rata share of "available net income."

II. Standard of Living Adjustment
To each parent's primary support obligation is added an additional
support amount which is:
15% of remaining available net income** for one child;
I 0% each for the second and third children; and
5% each for the fourth, fifth, and sixth children.
**Parties may deduct the primary support obligation owed to other
dependents before making this calculation.

Ill. Optional Supplemental Quarterly Child Support
The court ma)' consider a supplemental award to enable the children to live at the higher standard of living enjoyed by the more
affiuent parent.
States using this approach: DE, HI, WV.
Comment: This guideline was originally developed by Judge Edward F. Meison, Jr., and has been in use in Delaware since 1979.
While originally based on his personal observations and assessments of family needs, Delaware has periodically assessed and updated the guidelines against what was believed to be current
economic data on expenditures on children. Because data similar
to that on which the Income Shares Model is based was used, similar arguments might be made for increases with this type of guideline.

If Guidelines Are a Flat Percentage of Net Income, .or
Increasing at Low-Income Le••els, Then a Flat Percentage of Net Income Results.
States using this approach: AK, CT, IL, TN, (flat percentage of
obligor net income); lA, MN, ND, UT, WY, (increasing percentage
of obligor net income at low-income levels, then a constant percentage).
Comment: The group of guidelines ihai are a flat percent of the
obligor's net income depending on the number of children ·either
at all income levels or above a certain income level arc not based
on a single model or single set of data. For example, they range
from Connecticut, whose guideline calls for a payment of27 percent
of obligor net income for one child, 44 percent for two, and 50
percent for three-percentages that are significantly higher than
the Income Shares Model at all income levels-to Alaska, which
calls for payment of 20 percent of obligor net income for one child.
27 percent for two. and 33 percent for three, plus an additional 3
percent for each additional child. The latter figures arc significantly
lower than the Income Shares Model at all but the highest income
level. Lav.)·ers in these states arc well advised to become familiar
v·ith the economic data used to establish guidelines in their states.
The comments on child-care expenses under the Wisconsin guideline will be rcln·ant in those states in which child-care c.,pcnscs arc
not an add-on.
D.O.

S:t;rcs

-~---------~-
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irh [;lliddinrs as a ...

REBUTTABLE PRESU.I'-1PTION

Defining I ncon1e

Alaska
Arizona
California
Colorado
Delaware
District of Columbia
Hawaii
llli no is
Iowa•
Maine•
Minnesota
Montana

Following is a checklist of important categories
to consider as you search for al·ailablc sources
of income:
!\'et Income
Reported W-2 income;
I 099 income (di,·idends, interest, etc.)
Tax-free income (municipal bonds, etc.)
o,·erwithholding, addbacks;
Deferral of o\'erwithheld income;
0\'erestimation of FlCA withholdings;
Perks: insurance, car, gas, repairs, car
insurance, credit cards, theater and
sports tickets;
Hidden cash;
Personal expenses;
Pension and profit sharing;
Imputed Income
Tax-free holdings;
Grov.1h stocks with low di,·idends;
Earning capacity;
Tax shelters.

~evada
~e11

Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Rhode Island
South Dakota
Vermont
Virginia•
West Virginia
Wisconsin

•Guidelines in these states scn·c as a rcbulla
prcsumpt ion for 1he adm in istra 1i rc agcnc.r. .
arc onl.r adrisory to the courts.
M.

States witb guidelines that are . ..

ADVISORY

Cash-Flow Analysis
Business perks;
Checkbook analysis of unreported
income;
Self-employment perks;
Rental income.

Alabama
Arkansas
Connecticut
F1orid·a
Georgia
Indiana
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Massachusetts
Michigan

Alternatire Income
Pensions and profit sharing;
TRAESOPS;
PAYSOPS;
Low-interest loans;
Depreciation;
Sweetheart leases of owned office space.

.Mississippi
Missouri
Nebraska
New York
)':orth Carolina
North Dakota
Tennessee
Utah
Washington
Wyoming

Debt
Use of debt to reduce income;
Phantom income on tax shellers.

l.Z.G. ·

Jersey

States with . ..

NO GUIDELINES
Idaho
Maryland
)'-'ew Hampshire
:-.:ew Mexico
Pennsyhania••

Ref. Family Advocate, Vol 10, No. 4
Spring, 1988, Pages 15,22,23

••so .1rarcwidr guidelines.
exist.
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Dilf Ct'lllil.r

guidt'lincs
MRs

Checklist for Cases Outside Support Guidelines
I his chcdlist idL·ntilics a \\'idL' range of circumstances that may justify deviation from child support
guidelines. In reviewing it. he aware of the factors and assumrtions upon which guidelines arc based. These
factors \\'ill affect such important issues as dctinition of income. custody and visitation. allocation of daycare costs and medical expenses. age of the children and other dependents.
voluntary unemployment or urH.krcmploymcnt of either parent:
other income or assets of a parent, which
arc not accounted for under the guidelines,
such as overtime or second job, nonincomcproduci ng assets:
expense reimbursements or in-kind payments, such as company car, free housing
or meals, and other employment perquisites;
substantial in-kind contributions from the
property division (in the nature of child
support) such as marital residence with low
mortgage payments, income-producing assets, education trust, etc.
spousal support is provided in addition to
child support;

accident, birth defect, or serious illness of
a child or either parent;
unusually high health insurance costs:
unusually high day-care costs in relation to
the parents' income. whether or not allocated between the parents under the guidelines;
increased cost of older children-identify
special expenses even if the guidelines take
the age of the children into account;
extraordinary work-related expenses for
either parent, such as travel, uniforms,
equipment, or training;
child receives public assistance;
extraordinary debts and liabilities incurred
by either parent for the benefit of the family;
responsibility of either parent for the support of other children, including stepchildren;
responsibility of either parent for the support of other family members, such as aging
parents or other relatives;
benefits either parent receives from remarriage or sharing living expenses with another;
awareness of pre-existing support obligation when obligor assumed additional support obligations for subsequent family;
significant disparity in standard of living
and lifestyle between custodial and noncustodial parent:
either parent lives at or below the poverty
Ii ne:
special custody arrangements. such as split
custody or shared custody:
noncustodial parent exercises extended visitation beyond what is contemplated by the
gu idel i ncs:
noncustodial parent exercises little or no
visitation. n:sulting in increased cxrcnscs
for the custodial parent:
high transportation custs as a result of \·isita t iun.

tax consequences of child support, spousal
support, and division of marital property;
significant in-kind contributions, such as
direct payment for lessons, clothing, sports
equipment;
disproportionate payment by one parent for
all the incidental expenses associated with
children, such as clothing, books and school
supplies, snacks, pocket money, entertainment;
value of nonmonetary services contributed
by a parent. such as meals preparation,
laundry. shopping. and chauffeuring children to activities:
sign i fica n t inc 0 111 e 0 f a c h i ld' whether
earned or unearned:
extraordinary educational expenses. such as
private school tuition. special education
needs. summer camp or summer school.
special lessons for extracurricular sports or
other activities:
unusually high or low living expenses for
either parent:
extraordinary medical. <.kntal. psychological. orthodontic. uptometrical. or any similar physical or mL·nt:rl health expense for
the child or for cithu parL·nt. which is not
cu,·ned by mcdiL·:ri insurance:
c:1tastrophic mL·dicrl

L'\PL'll~e

as a result of

.\I 1\.S

Ref. Family Advocate, Vol. 10,
No.
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. .SHARED LIVING ARRANGEMENTS - WHY GUIDELINES DON'T WORK
In considering the appropriate guideline statute for the State of
Maine, the Committee considered very carefully the usefulness of
presumptive guidelines when there are shared living arrangements.
The committee thought, in general, that the statutory guidelines
should be as broad as possible, because once attempts are made
to f~ne-tune for specific variations the calculations become more
complex and less reliable.
As a C:::>mmi ttee, our objections to presumptive guidelines when
there are shared living arrangements are:(l)that they provide an
incentive for the parties to bargain for time with their children
because of financial motivations; (2) it is not in a child's best
interest to be shuttled between a «rags to riches" situation
involving the two households; and (3) even with the income shares
guideline adjustments developed by Robert Williams which increase
the total support obligation by one and one-half, the amounts
awarded to the obligee are often not sufficient.
Turning to the first concern of the committee, if there is a
marked reduction in the amount of support ordered when the child
spends more than 30% of his or her overnights with the obligor,
then both obligor and obligee will be struggling with that 30%
threshold. The point of support guidelines is that they are
intended to be child-centered, focusing on the actual cost of
raising the child, not on the parties' living expenses.
If the
parents have a financial motivation centered on the shared living
arrangement then. both will tend to fight about it.
Those types of
fights do not focus on what· is in the child's best interest and
can be counter-productive.
The second objection raised by the Committee is that if shared
living adjustment guidelines are rigidly applied, the court is
likely to greatly widen the standard of living difference between
the two households. We fail to see how i t is in a child's best
interest to spend 50% of his or her time in a household where
there is more than enough of everything and 50% of his or her time
in a household where there is a struggle to make ends meet. This
type of situation increases animosity betw2en the parents and
provokes resentment on the part of the child.
The obligee should
continue to receive a support award required to maintain an
adequate home.
The third objection to the rigid application of shared living
adjustment guidelines is that they simply do not work.
The
rationale for the adjustment is that the noncustodial parent's
increased time with the child will increase his or her direct
child-related expenses.
Actually, shared custody or extended
visitation increases the total expenditures on behalf of the
child.
Robert Williams' guidelines attempt to allow for that fact
by increasing the total amount of the support obligation by one and
one-half.
Ho~ever,
the increased amount is still divided
proportionately bet~een obligor and obligee.
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Karen Getman in an article in the "Family Advocate" * entitled
"Changing·Formulas for Changing Families" notes the following
shared custody example:
INCOME SHARES MODEL
The noncustodial parent (obligor) has a monthly adjusted gross
income of $2,000.00. The primary custodial parent (obligee) has a
monthly adjusted gross income of $1,000.00. They have one minor
chilu. The visitation threshold used in this formula is 30
percent.
Monthly Net Income
After Support Award
support award

%obligor's income

obligor

20%
$293
(no adjustment)

14.7

30%

$161

8.1

$1,839

50%

$74

3.7

$1,926

$1,707

obligee &
child
$1,293
$1,161
$1,074

As this example shows, the obligee's award was substantially
reduced, although the fixed costs for shelter, clothing,
transportation, school ·supplies, medical costs, and so forth
remained the same. Getman says that according to the studies of
Thomas Espenshade on the cost of raising children, over62.2% of
the c"osts are thus fixed and those expenses must be paid no matter
where the child sleeps overnight.

* -

"The Family Advocate", Vol. 10, No.
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VERMONT SHARED CUSTODY CHILD SUPPORT GUIDELINES WORKSHEET
(A suggested approach, not a presumption of law)

Vermont's Child Support law, does not give the presumption of law to
child support guidelines when physical responsibility for the children is
shared in ratios above 30%/70%. The guidelines are one of the factors that
the court can consider in determining child support obligations under shared
physical responsibility. Many judges, lawyers, and people going through
divorce have asked how the non-shared child support guidelines apply when
physical responsibility is shared. A group of legislators, members of the
Family Proceedings Advisory Committee, and staff from the Department of
Social Welfare developed the "Shared Custody Support Obligation" worksheet as
a way to use guidelines to determine child support obligations when physical
responsibility for the children is shared by the parents.
The "Shared Custody Obligation" worksheet grew from the following
reasoning:
When parents have equal incomes and agree to share physical
responsibility for the children equally, there should be no child
support obligation.
When parents have equal incomes and agree to share physical
responsibility for the children at a ratio between 30%/70% and 50%/50%,
then the child support obligation should be proportioned based on the
ratio of shared physical responsibility. For example, if physical
responsibility will be shared at the ratio of 40%/60%, then the child
support obligation should be half of what it would be at the 30%/70%
ratio.
When the parents have different incomes and agree to share physical
responsibility for the children equally, the child support obligation
should be calculated in three steps. The first step is to increase the
child support guidelines amount from the Table of Intact Family
Expenditures by 35%. This is our estimate of the additional housing,
clothing, transportation, and recreational equipment costs that are
likely to be incurred when two homes are maintained for. the children.
Second, is to calculate the obligor's share of the increased child
support obligation from step one, Lased on the obligor's proportion of
total income. The third step is to subtract half of the child support
guideline amount (from step one) from the obligation (from step two).
This gives the obligor credit for the costs the obligor will pay
directly on the children when they are with the obligor.
When the parents have different incomes and agree to share physical
responsibility at a ratio between 30X/70% and 50%/50%, the child support
obligation should be proportioned based on the ratio of shared physical
responsibility. For example, if physical responsibility will be shared
at the ratio of 40%/60%, then the child support obligation should be set
at half-way between what it would be at the 30%/70% ratio and what it
would be at the 50%/50% ratio.
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The guidelines

:'e

developed achieve three important objectives:

1.

The child support obligation is reduced when physical
responsibility is shared above the 30%/70% ratio. This gives the
obligor credit for the costs the obligor will pay directly on the
child rcn.

2.

The child support obligations under shared physical responsibility
take into account the increased costs of maintaining two homes for
the children.

3.

Small changes in the ratio of shared physical responsibility for
the children do not result in large changes in child support
obligations. There is no 'notch' between the child support
obligations at the 30%/70% and the 317./69% ratios of shared
physical responsibility.

Estimating expenditures on children under shared physical responsibility.
In order to arrive at an estimate of expenditures on children when
physical responsibility for the children is shared, we looked at the item by
item data on expenditures on children in intact families from Investing in
Children by Thomas Espenshade and estimated how much these costs would have
to increase when the children lived in two households.
(Espenshade's study
provided the economic basis for Vermont's child support guidelines).
We
estimated that housing costs would double because, when physical
responsibility is shared, two bedrooms will be maintained for the children.
We estimated that clothing costs would increase by 50k. The 50% increase is
to cover the extra socks and shirts the children will have in each household.
Clothing costs will not double because, in most families, the children will
not have two complete sets of clothes. Transportation costs will increase
somewhat because, at a minimum, the children will have to be transported
between the two homes, and sometimes both parents will need larger cars. We
estimated that transportation costs will increase by 20%; it could be higher
if the parents lived in different parts of the state or country. We
estimated that recreation costs will increase by 30% to cover the extra toys
and recreational equipment that will be maintained in both households.
These
item by item increases result in an estimate that, overall, the expenditures
on children are 35% higher when physi~al responsibility f~r the children is
shared.
The table below summarizes our estimates.
It is based on the
expenditures that an intact family with a monthly gross income of $3,000
would make on two children.

Item

Percent increase for
two households

Intact Family
Expenses

0%
100%
50%
20:Z

Two household
Expenses
$146.00
346.00
75.00
21 2. 00
H8.00

Food
flousing
Clothing
Trctnt;portution
Ht·c rea t ion
/·1i lice 1 I an u> us

$146.00
17J. 00
50.00
1 77. ()()
68.0()

HJ.OO

oz

i:lJ.OO

Toed

$6 9 7. 00

:JSZ

$951.0()

'JUZ
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The Shared Cust,ody Worksheet can be changed to handle situations where
a percentage other than 35:t represents n better estimate of the increase in
expenditures on the children under shared physical responsibility.
To do
this, the factors in lines 6 and 7 should be changed as follows:
Line 6 becomes
' Hultiply line 4 by (1 + estimate of increased expenditures)

I 2'

Line 7 becomes
' Hultiply line 5 by estimate of increased expenditures'
For example, if 20% is the best estimate of the increase in expenditures
under shared physical responsibility, then:
Line 6 becomes
' Hultiply line 4 by (1.2)/2' or ' Hultiply line 4 by .6'
Line 7 becomes
' Hultiply line 5 by .2'
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lin <:xnmplc of 1!01~ the Sllnred Cust:ooy Chilo Support \~orksheet \~orks

In Lllis <'X;1mplc t.llc pnrcnt.s hnve monthly incomes of $1,000 11nd S?,OOO.
There nre two chi1dr·en. Thc pnr<~lll with $2,000 in income will hnve r.h(' children
35/~

nf

til!~

$ 467

t.imc.

--- -·--- ··-·-----··- ---·

c

.....0
!.J

C1l

$ 389

~J

O!J

$78

'·

·rl
rl

$ 307

..D

0
w
H

0
0.
0.

:J
(.fJ

"d
rl
·rl

..c

u

--·· -·· -·--·--···--------.--30%

35%

50%

Percentage of time the obligor has the chtldren

Under traditional custody arrangements, the obligor ·should pay $467 in child
support each month.
This is the amount on Line 5 on the Shared Custody Support
Horksheet.
Lines 6 through 8 of the Shared Custody \vorksheet calculate the ·credit that
the obligor should get for the expenses he would pay for directly if had the
children 50% of the time. This is $307 in this example.
The Shared Custody Support Credit Table prorates the credit for the
percentage of time that the obligor actually has the children. This amount,
$78, is entered on Line 9.
Line 10 subtr3cts the credit for shared custody from the traditionnl custody
obligntion to get the oblig.Jtion under sharco custody. .S389 = $467 - 78.
A completeo Shctred Custooy

\~orksheet

for this example is on the next rctge.
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Vermon\ O•;•-rm•nt
of

Aff !DAVIT of ( ) PLAINTIFF
( ] DEfENDANT
Schedule 1 - Child Support WorkshHt C•lculal-lon Information

6o<LAI \'io(fo,..

Pl11intl1f

csw

131

"T 3/30/B J

County

vs,.
D.~te

Defendant

_______________________________

Street Addreu ----------------------------------------------

So cl.tl S ecurlt y no. ----------------

Mailing Addreu

Telephone

City, St.ate, Z i p - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Monthly Income

l. INCOME
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
l. 7

W1ges, s.alules, tips
BuslneiS Income (.att.ch • currently completed copy of the IRS Schedule C)
lncomt from Assets (Interest. dividends, etc. from line 2.6 talow)
Imputed Income (from line 3.10 on Pl9<' 2)
C1plt•l g1lns
Spous.~~l ~pport .ctu•lly recelv~ from 1 pers.on not pArty to the pre!4nt action
Socl.al S«:urlty benaflts
I.e ·unemployment Insurance
1.9 Workman's Compens.~tlon
1.10 Dls.ablllty lnsur~nce ~neflts
1.11 Reimbursements or In-kind payments received In the course of employment,
self~mploymn.t or oper~tion of a business which reduct pers.on•lllvlng expenses
1.12 Other (e.g., commlulon~ royAlties, bonuses, sever~n'ce PlY, gifts., prlzes., lnhorlt.ances)- specify each sepu1tely

1.13 Monthly Prebx Income (•dd lines 1.1-1.12 And enter on lint 1 of Child Support Worksheet Form DSW 131A)
Market VAlue

2. INCOME PRODUCING ASSETS
list uch sep1r.tely giving n1me of b1nk And ~ecount number.
Enter the current btl1nce under Market VAlue,

2.1

S1vings/COs -

2.2

Stocks, bonds, notes, trusts -

2.3

Annuities, Pensions, Deferred Compans.ation Pl.tns
- list e~ch sejJ~rtlei)' giving type 1nd name of companyfplln

2.4

Other Income producing 1ssets -

2.5

To:~:

2.6

To·.,; f..'.onthly ln(orr.e

ljst each sepu1tely Identifying Item and current market value

lis: each sepa,.tely identifying the item

Annu1l ln(ome from assets (add lines 2.1- 2.4)
frorr. A1~11

(dldde line 2.-4 by 12 and enter on line 1.3 11bove)
(OVER)

35

Annu11l Income

3. NON·INCOME PRODUCING ASSETS

Muke t V ~lue

3.1

Checking Accounts - list each ~par~tely giving name of b~nk
and ~ccount number. Enter the current b~l~nce undtH Equity.

3.2

Real Property -

lls1

separ~tely

(do not Include

prlm~ry

3.3

Vehicles (autos, trucks, motorcycles, snowmobiles,
- list l!l!Ch s.eparately

3.4

Personal Property (e.g.,
- lis1 each ~arately

3.5

Other -

3.6
3. 7
3.8
3.9
3.10

bo~ts,

jewelry, works of

recre~tlon

vehicles, etc.)

art. el&<tronk .qulpment, etc.)

list separately Identifying the asset

Total equity value
Subtrllct $10,000 from line 3.6
Current rate for lon~rterm US Treasury Bills
Multiply line 3.7 by line 3.8
Imputed monthly Income - divide line 3.9 by 12 lind enter on line 1.4 of page 1

4.6

Preexisting spousal malnten~~nce obll~tlons actually paid
Preexisting child support obligations actually paid
Total preexisting spousal maintenance and child support obligations actually paid.
(add lines 4.1 to 4.2 and enter on line LA of the Child Support Wori<sheet)
Health Insurance premiums paid for children lnvofved In the pr~nt action
(enter on line 1.8 of the Child Support Wori<sheet)
Child c<~re costs Incurred for employmnet or employment related education
(enter on line 4.A of the Child Support Wori<sheet)
Extraordinary medlclll expenses Incurred for children Involved In the present order -

4.7

Expenses Incurred relating to the special

4.2
4.3
4.4

4.5

Equity

residence)

4. EXPENSES RELATED TO CHILD SUPPORT WORKSHEET CALCULATION

4.1

Liens

n~ds

Monthly Expenses

list separlltely

of children Involved In the present order -

list separately

4.8 Total extraordinary mediol and special n~ds expenses (add lines 4.6 lind 4.7)
4.9 Subtract $16.6 7 from line -4.8 (enter on line 4.8 of the Child Support Worksheet)
4.] 0 Extraordinary eduutlon expenses Incurred for children Involved In the present order
(enter on line 4.C of the Child Support Worksheet)

Signed __________________________________________________________
0 ate d at ----------------------------------- , Vermont, thIs - - - - - - - - day of ----------------------- , I 9 _____ ·
Sub~uibed ~nd

sworn before rne this ________ day of-------------------------, 19 ____ .

My Com mission e ~ p Ires ------------------------------

Notary _______________________________________
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APPENDIX C:

SAMPLE

~ORDING

OF A SUPPORT ORDER AND COMMENTS

The language below is suggested as a guide for drafting child support orders.
A few extra minutes spent covering all of the bases at the outset will save
the parties, courts and attorneys considerable time, money and aggravation in
the long run.

Sample Language:
Beginning -------------' 19____ , Plaintiff/Defendant shall pay the
sum of $
per month for
----------for

------

children, or $

-----

children, or $___________ per month

per ·month for

children pursuant to

the guidelines now in effect for the support of the following minor children;
--------------------• and --------------------

The

Defendant/Plaintiff shall provide medical and dental insurance for the minor
child(ren) and shall provide proof

o~

coverage.

This order shall constitute

authorization for payment of medical claims for the child(ren) directly to
the health care provider.
(a)

The support provisions of this order shall be subject to Wage

Assignment in the event a support delinquency accrues in excess of
one-twelfth of the annual support order or;
(b)

This order constitutes an assignment of the

Plaintiff /Defendant's wages in the amount of support specified above.

The

Plaintiff/Defendant's present employer

------------------------------------------

or any future employer shall withhold

$__________ per mo n t h a n d forward t he sa me to -------------------------------

\dthin ten (10) days of payment of wages.
exemptions of §JOJ(b) of

Withholding is subject to the

rhe Consumer Credit Protection Ace.
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